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Abstract. Domain wall propagation across a 2D array of asymmetric holes is strongly dependent

on domain wall configuration: i.e. on whether the wall is flat or kinked. This results in interesting crossed

ratchet and asymmetric accommodation effects that have been studied as a function of geometry and

transverse field. Micromagnetic simulations have shown that the observation of crossed ratchet effects is

easier for arrow than for triangular holes due to a larger field range in which kink propagation is the

preferred mode for domain wall motion. Also, it has been found that dc transverse fields can produce a

significant enhancement of the easy axis asymmetric accommodation and, also, that ac transverse fields

can be rectified by the crossed ratchet potential.
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1. Introduction

A good understanding of domain wall (DW) propagation in magnetic nanostructures is a

key issue for device applications [1, 2]. A case of particular interest is the study of ratchet

effects that create an asymmetry between forward/backward domain wall propagation. This

asymmetry can be of use for the design of DW diodes [3-8] and memory devices [9]. A DW

ratchet appears whenever the relevant pinning potential is asymmetric either due to an

asymmetric geometry as in magnetic nanowires of triangular section [3] or an asymmetric

domain wall configuration as in Neel walls of different chirality [10]. Two different sorts of

DW ratchets can be found depending on the nanostructure dimensionality: simple

forward/backward ratchet in patterned 1D nanowires [3-8,10] and crossed ratchets in 2D arrays

of asymmetric pinning centers [9,11]. In the first case the sign of the ratchet asymmetry is fixed

by nanostructure geometry and/or DW chirality whereas in the second case the sign of the

ratchet asymmetry depends on the applied field amplitude and DW configuration. Thus, crossed

ratchets allow for a more complex control of DW propagation that can be tuned both by array

geometry and external parameters.

Up to now crossed ratchet effects have only been experimentally demonstrated in arrays of

arrow holes [9], whereas most of the theoretical analysis and simulations of this phenomenon

have been performed using the simpler triangular geometry [11,12]. Also, the pinning

interaction between a Neel wall and an array of symmetric patterned holes is known to be quite

sensitive to changes in domain wall energy [13] that could be tuned by the application of a small

transverse field. In this work we have combined micromagnetic simulations and magnetization

measurements in order to analyze the role of two different factors on crossed ratchet effects

created by an array of asymmetric holes: hole shape (comparing triangular and arrow holes) and

the effect of transverse fields applied along the hard anisotropy axis.

2. Experimental and simulation details

500 µm × 500 µm arrays of asymmetric holes arranged in a 20 µm × 20 µm square

lattice have been fabricated in 40 nm thick amorphous Co73Si27 films by a combined e-beam

lithography and etching process, as reported elsewhere [14]. The magnetic films show a well

defined in-plane uniaxial anisotropy (K = 1000 J/m3), low saturation magnetization (MS =

2×105A/m) and low coercivity [13]. The asymmetric holes have an arrow shape pointing in a

direction perpendicular to the easy axis, as shown in Fig. 1. The arrow shape defines the

“forward” (i.e. left to right) propagation sense (correspondingly “backward” propagation

indicates right to left DW motion). The magnetic behavior of the patterned films was

characterized by Magnetooptical Transverse Kerr (MOTKE) effect, using a set up in which the

laser beam is focused in a 300 µm spot, i.e. smaller than the patterned area [15]. The magnetic

field H was always applied in the sample plane.
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Micromagnetic simulations of DW propagation across similar patterned arrays have

been performed with the OOMMF code [16]. Square arrays of empty triangular/arrow holes

have been defined in rectangular thin film elements with material parameters corresponding

approximately with those of the Co-Si alloy: MS = 2×105 A/m, A = 3×10-11 J/m and uniaxial

anisotropy K = 1000 J/m3 with the easy axis oriented in the y direction. Typical mesh sizes are

15 – 35 nm, smaller than both the material exchange length, δex= (2A/µ0MS
2)1/2 = 35 nm, and the

Bloch parameter δ0= (A/K)1/2 = 170 nm.

3. Asymmetric pinning potential and hole geometry: micromagnetic simulations

DW propagation across a 2D array of asymmetric defects is characterized by two

different field scales corresponding to the softer propagation mode in each sense [9,11]: HF the

field needed for forward flat wall propagation and HU the field needed for upward kink

propagation in kinked walls which is equivalent to net backward wall motion (see sketches in

Fig.1). In the field range between HF and HU the system displays the typical signatures of

crossed ratchet behaviour [9]: inverted asymmetry of minor hysteresis loops relative to major

loops and asymmetric accommodation curves that keep memory of the sign of the last

saturating state. In this section we will study domain wall propagation across identical arrays of

4 µm holes changing only hole shape (triangular vs. arrow) both for flat and kinked wall

configurations.

3.1 Simulated magnetization curves and energy landscapes

Figure 2 shows the calculated magnetization curves as a flat DW crosses the sample for

a square array of 4 µm triangular holes (Fig. 2(a)) and for a square array of 4 µm arrow holes

(Fig. 2(b)). The simulations start from an initial zero field-zero magnetization state with a

straight 180º Neel wall located at the film center (see frames I in Fig.2).

Figure 1 (colour online) SEM micrograph of a square array of arrow holes.
Solid lines are sketches of a flat and a kinked DW. Arrows indicates forward
DW propagation sense and upward kink propagation sense. Note that
Upward kink propagation is equivalent to net backward DW motion.
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Figure 2 (colour online) Calculated MY vs HY for a CoSi film starting from an initial magnetization
state with a 180º Neel wall at the film center, when the wall is either pushed forward or backward
(positive/negative H) with (a) an array of 3×3 triangles (4 µm) and (b) an array of 3×3 arrows (4
µm). Dotted line indicates the calculated response of a similar continuous CoSi square. Insets show
the wall configuration at selected positions in the curve. (colour code: black = negative MY; grey =
positive MY ). Horizontal straight lines indicate My/MS corresponding to a flat wall pinned at each
of the defect lines and vertical straight lines indicates HF as derived from energy landscapes.
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Then, this wall is pushed either forward or backward by a continuous positive/negative field Hy

of increasing amplitude applied along the easy axis for uniaxial anisotropy until

positive/negative saturation is reached. The magnetization curves develop a series of steps that

correspond approximately with the My/MS values expected for a DW being pinned at each of

the three lines of holes that form the patterned arrays (indicated as solid horizontal lines in Fig.

2). Also, the presence of the array of holes results in a significant enhancement of the saturation

field HS in comparison with the behavior of an unpatterned Co-Si element (shown as a dotted

line for comparison). In both cases (arrows and triangles), HS is clearly larger for backward than

for forward propagation as expected from the individual hole asymmetry. It is interesting to

note that backward magnetization curves are very similar for both kinds holes, which can be

attributed to the similarities in the relevant backward DW propagation mode: DW depinning

starts from the DW segment located between the lower film border and the last hole that, after

reaching a critical curvature radius, slides along the vertical hole side (see frames B1 and B2 in

Fig. 2). However, the differences in hole shape clearly show up in forward propagation curves

that present broader steps for triangles than for arrows and a larger saturation field in the second

case.

Further information on the DW propagation process can be obtained by energy

landscapes calculated as the wall crosses the array of defects under a constant applied field,

[12] that allow us to separate the different possible DW propagation modes in a more accurate

way than with the global magnetization curves. Figure 3(a) shows the difference between total

energy ET and Zeeman energy EZ as a function of domain wall position (given approximately

by My/MS) as a flat DW crosses a line of 4 µm arrow holes. The energy curve has the typical

triangular shape of ratchet potentials with a much lower slope in the forward than in the

backward propagation sense, i.e. forward is the easiest propagation sense. A similar calculation

starting from an initial kinked wall pinned in between two lines of arrows can be seen in Fig.

3(b). The energy landscape displays again a triangular potential well but with opposite

asymmetry than for the flat wall depicted in Fig. 3(a): now the gradual slope corresponds to net

backward DW motion (i.e. as the kink proceeds upward). This change in potential asymmetry

depending on the geometrical DW configuration is the essential ingredient of crossed ratchet

behavior and can only be observed in 2D systems.

3.2 Analysis of characteristic fields

In order to make a more quantitative analysis of the asymmetric domain wall

propagation several characteristic fields can be defined from the calculated curves of Figs. 2

and 3 as indicated in Table 1. First, the global effect of the array of holes on DW propagation

can be characterized by the hardening of the magnetization curve:
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Figure 3 (colour online) (a) Simulated energy landscape as a function of My/MS as a flat wall
crosses a line of 4 µm arrow holes propagating forward under a constant applied field of 3 mT.
(b) Simulated energy landscape as a function of My/MS as a kink proceeds upward along a wall
pinned in between two lines of 4 µm arrow holes under a constant applied field of -3 mT.
Frames correspond to selected wall configurations along the DW propagation process.
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∆HF/B = HS(Forward/Backward) - HS(unpatterned), (1)

For backward propagation, the hardening induced by the arrays of holes is the same for arrows

and triangles: µ0∆HB (arrow) = µ0∆HB (triangle) = 1.3 mT, and the differences in shape show

up in forward depinning: µ0∆HF (arrow) = 1 mT and µ0∆HF (triangle) = 0.8 mT. These results

can be understood using as a first approximation a simplified analytical model with only DW

elastic energy and applied field pressure terms [11]. In this model, the critical field for

propagation of a DW pinned in between two surfaces of arbitrary shape (such as in between

two holes or in between a hole and a border) is inversely proportional to inter hole distance (or

hole-border distance) and depends also on the angles made by the limiting surfaces: for triangle

holes, the analytical model predicts HF/HB = sin(30º) = 0.5 roughly in agreement with the data

in Table 1, ∆HF/∆HB = 0.61; on the other hand, for arrow holes, the results extracted from the

simulated magnetization curves give ∆HF/∆HB = 0.77 which lies in between the asymmetry

expected for depinning from the arrow base HF/HB = sin(68º) = 0.93 and from the arrow tip

HF/HB = 4 µm/6µm = 0.67 (see frames F1 and F2 in Fig.2(b)).

Table 1: Characteristic fields of the arrays of 4 µm arrow and triangular holes.

µ0∆HF

(mT)

µ0∆HB

(mT)

µ0HF

(mT)

µ0HU

(mT)

µ0∆HCross = µ0HF - µ0HU

(mT)

Triangles 0.8 1.3 0.5 0.3 0.2

Arrows 1 1.3 0.9 0.5 0.4

However, it must be noted that in the global characterization of the asymmetric

behavior obtained from the equilibrium magnetization curves, different factors contribute to

DW propagation (depinning from film borders, depinning from inter-hole regions,

demagnetizing effects of the square Co-Si element…). This results in relatively broad

transitions between DW pinning states at consecutive defect lines that make difficult a sharp

definition of the critical field. Better defined depinning fields can be obtained for each

particular DW propagation mode from the slopes of the triangular wells that appear in the

energy landscapes shown in Fig.3. For flat walls, the results are µ0HF (arrows) = 0.9 mT

and µ0HF (triangles) = 0.5 mT (dotted vertical lines have been plotted in Fig. 2 at these field

positions and correspond roughly with the start of the DW transition from the central to the

rightmost line of defects). For kink propagation, the upward propagation field HU estimated

from the gradual slope is µ0HU = 0.3 mT for triangles and 0.5 mT for arrow holes, which are

clearly lower values than the corresponding µ0HF.

The interval between µ0HU (the critical field for the softer backward propagation mode)

and µ0HF (the critical field for the softer forward propagation mode) is, then, the available range
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for observation of crossed ratchet effects dominated by kink motion. The calculated values are

µ0∆HCross(arrow) = µ0HF - µ0HU = 0.4 mT and µ0∆HCross(triangle) = 0.2 mT, so that for a given

array geometry the observation of crossed ratchet effects should be easier of arrays of arrow

holes. In order to make a qualitative comparison of this calculation in square arrays of 4 µm

arrow holes with experimental results in square arrays of 10 µm arrow holes, size effects can be

considered by applying the proper scale factor between global array dimensions 4/10 [11,12].

Thus, the scaled range becomes µ0∆HCross
CALC = 0.16 mT in quite a good agreement with the

experimental µ0∆HCross
EXP = 0.2 mT [9].

4. Rectification enhancement in a transverse field

Neel walls, with their complex tail-core structure, are known to be quite sensitive to hard

axis magnetic fields [17-19]. Thus, transverse magnetic fields could be of use to tune DW

propagation across the array of asymmetric holes. In particular, one of the most interesting

features in a crossed ratchet is the so called asymmetric accommodation [9]. This phenomenon

appears when a DW is introduced in the array of asymmetric holes and, then, the system is

excited by a small ac field. As shown previously [9], the walls enter flat into the array and

develop kinks as they move forward due to small pinning center inhomogeneities and/or

Barkhausen jumps. The ac field allows the pinned wall to relax to a lower energy state in a

process governed by kink propagation under the asymmetric crossed ratchet potential.

4.1 Transverse field experiments

The influence of a transverse field on asymmetric accommodation can be clearly seen in

Figure 4 in which the results of series of asymmetric accommodation experiments performed

under different values of a constant transverse field Hx are shown: Fig. 4(a) displays the easy

axis applied field sequence Hy(t) and Fig. 4(b) the measured easy axis magnetization response

My(t). The experiment begins when a large negative field Hy is applied to the array of holes at a

time t = 0.06 s in order to saturate the array in the negative direction. Then, Hy is increased up to

the positive coercivity in order to introduce a DW in the array and, finally, it is reduced to zero

at t = 0.11 s, in order to prepare a remanent state with a small magnetization indicative of a DW

pinned inside the array. Now, after t = 0.16 s, a small oscillating field of increasing amplitude

Hy_ac is applied to the array so that the pinned wall is alternatively pushed forward and

backward. For very low Hy_ac the wall stays pinned but, when Hy_ac is within ∆HCross (i.e. HU <

Hy_ac < HF) only kink propagation is allowed and the DW displays a net backward motion that

results in the asymmetric accommodation of the magnetization towards its last saturating value

(-MS in this case): that is, the ac field excitation produces a rectified backward DW propagation

that gives rise to a constant magnetization change. This process takes place approximately
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within 0.16 s < t < 0.23 s and can be characterized by the small negative ∆My that occurs during

this time interval (see dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 4(b)). Eventually, Hy_ac becomes large

enough to allow extra DWs to be nucleated at the array limits (i.e. HF < Hy_ac) and large

positive/negative magnetization oscillations are observed in the M(t) curve due to the growth

and annihilation of domains within the patterned array. The accommodation ∆My is quite

different for the two curves plotted in Fig. 4(b), with a much higher value for the curve recorded

with the larger transverse field µ0Hx = 1.7 mT. Figure 4(c) shows the net magnetization

increments during the accommodation process as a function of the transverse applied field. ∆My

is almost constant (about 0.05MS) at low fields but is enhanced more than twofold up to 0.12MS

for µ0Hx above 1 mT.

Figure 5 shows the results of a different transverse field experiment: in this case, the system

is first taken to its negative saturation by a large negative easy axis field, then Hy is increased

close to the positive coercivity in order to introduce a DW in the patterned area and, finally, it is

reduced to zero so that a DW is left pinned at remanence inside the array of holes. Now a

transverse ac field Hac_x of fixed amplitude is applied to the sample. The corresponding My(t)

signal shows a continuous decrease towards –MS modulated by a small ripple at a double

frequency than the excitation field. This ripple is just a signature of the uniaxial film transverse

susceptibility [20]: the hard axis magnetization component is given by Mx/MS = Hx/HK and,

Figure 4 (colour online) Asymmetric accommodation under different values of a DC transverse
field: (a) Easy axis µ0HY(t) applied field sequence (b) measured easy axis MY(t) response.
Dashed horizontal lines indicate asymmetric accommodation ∆M under µ0HX = 1.7 mT. (c)
Asymmetric accommodation ∆MY/MS as a function of transverse field µ0HX.
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correspondingly, My/MS = [1-(Mx/MS)
2]1/2 ≈ 1- ½(Hx/HK)2. This quadratic dependence of My vs.

Hx is responsible of the frequency doubling of the observed ripple. More interesting is the

observed net magnetization decrease ∆My produced by the ac hard axis field Hac_x: it is of the

same sign as in the easy axis experiments of Fig.4 and takes very similar values (in the 0.1MS -

0.2MS range as shown in the inset of Fig. 5). These results suggest that the transverse field

excitation is rectified by the crossed ratchet potential by a similar mechanism as in the easy axis

case: i.e. by the net backward motion of the pinned wall due to low field kink propagation.

4.2 Discussion on transverse field effects

The experimental results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 show a two fold effect of a transverse

field on domain wall propagation inside the asymmetric array of holes: asymmetric

Figure 5 (colour online) (a) Applied field sequence in order to introduce a DW in the array and
probe its response to an AC transverse field: µ0HY(t), solid line; µ0HX(t), dashed line; (b)
Measured time dependence of the magnetization under an AC transverse field. Dashed lines
indicate the time interval for AC transverse field application and the induced asymmetric
accommodation ∆MY/MS. Inset shows ∆MY/MS as a function of the amplitude of the transverse
AC field.
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accommodation is enhanced by the presence of a transverse dc field and, also, asymmetric

accommodation can be produced by the application of a transverse ac field of small amplitude.

This is quite interesting from the point of view of applications, since memory devices based on

crossed ratchets rely on the observation of asymmetric accommodation [9] and transverse fields

could be of use for sensitivity optimization.

In order to better understand the results presented above, we have performed a series of

micromagnetic simulations to analyze the influence of a transverse field on a pinned kinked DW

(see Fig.6): we start from an initial zero field configuration of a kinked DW pinned in between

two lines of arrows, then a positive/negative transverse field of constant amplitude is applied to

the patterned film and, finally, Hx is reduced again to zero and the system is allowed to relax to

a new magnetization configuration (see µ0Hx(t) and My(t) in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively).

Snapshots of the resulting magnetization configuration are shown at different moments of the

simulations labeled as I (initial), II (relaxed under a constant transverse field) and III (final

configuration after removing the transverse field) for a positive transverse field pulse (Fig. 6(c))

and for a negative transverse field pulse (Fig. 6(d)). Initially the system starts from My = -0.4 MS

and a wall with a diagonal kink crossing the upper-left cell of the array of arrows. Then, upon

application of the transverse field, there is a global rotation of the magnetic moments towards

the applied field direction that produces a reduction of the absolute value of the easy axis

magnetization down to My = -0.1MS very similar both for positive/negative transverse fields (see

frames II). This rotation is particularly intense in the shaded areas just below/above the arrow

holes but it is reversible (i.e. it disappears as soon as the applied field is reduced to zero). It

corresponds to the transverse susceptibility effect that showed up as the double frequency ripple

in the experiments. On the other hand, there is an irreversible component in the simulated

magnetization process that depends clearly on the sign of the transverse field: for µ0Hx = 8 mT

the kink has dissolved and there is only a very broad flat DW pinned at the first line of defects

(see frame II in Fig. 6(c)), whereas for µ0Hx = -8 mT the kinked wall stays pinned in the same

place with a reduced wall thickness (see frame II in Fig. 6(d)). Therefore, when the transverse

field is removed (see frames III), the system goes back to its initial magnetization state for µ0Hx

= -8 mT whereas for µ0Hx = 8 mT it has reached a new state with a pinned flat wall. Thus, only

in this case, there is a net ∆My = -0.19MS between the initial and final magnetization states

caused by the net backward motion of the pinned wall.
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The sign dependence of the calculated rectification is directly connected to the chirality of

the 180º pinned Neel wall: the transverse field promotes depinning of the kinked wall only

when it is applied parallel to the magnetization within the wall core. This is because the

influence of a transverse field on a Neel wall can be two fold: in the first place, a hard axis field

reduces the overall DW angle and, correspondingly, the total DW energy mainly due to the

smaller magnetostatic energy stored in the Neel wall tails. This is an even effect that would

decrease the line tension associated to the kinked wall similarly for positive and negative

Figure 6 (colour online) (a) Transverse field pulses applied to a kinked wall for the
micromagnetic simulations; (b) Calculated time dependence of the easy axis magnetization under
a pulse of transverse field: My(t) for positive field pulse is indicated by circles and My(t) for
negative field pulse is indicated by squares. (c) Simulated magnetization configurations at (I)
initial stage, (II) relaxed under transverse field µ0Hx = 8 mT and (III) remanence. (d) Simulated
magnetization configurations at (I) initial stage, (II) relaxed under transverse field µ0Hx = -8 mT
and (III) remanence. Note the differences in domain wall width in frames II for positive/negative
transverse field.
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transverse fields. In the second place, the energy of the Neel wall core is quite different

depending on its orientation relative to the hard axis field. This results in a significant

broadening of the Neel core for positive fields only (see frames II in Fig. 6) so that pinning by

the patterned holes would be weakened by finite size effects [11-13]. This could allow upward

kink propagation (which is the softer propagation mode of the system) driven by DW line

tension in the presence of pinning centers of strongly reduced efficiency. For a Neel wall of

opposite chirality the transverse field kink depinning would take place at negative fields but

would again result in upward kink motion with the same sign of ∆My given by the crossed

ratchet potential. It is interesting to note that the sensitivity to the sign of the hard axis field is

only experimentally found in the ac transverse accommodation experiments (Fig. 5) in which

the same pinned DW is observed during the whole measuring sequence. However, for the dc

experiments shown in Fig. 4, in which a constant transverse field is present both during DW

nucleation and propagation the observed behavior is even in Hx. This can be attributed to a

preferred DW nucleation with a chirality such that core orientation is along the applied

transverse field, i.e. opposite for positive/negative fields [21,22].

5. Conclusion

In summary, the asymmetric DW propagation that gives rise to crossed ratchet behavior

has been studied by micromagnetic simulations in square arrays of asymmetric holes with two

different shapes: triangle and arrow. Triangle holes result in a stronger forward/backward

asymmetry ∆HF/∆HB for flat wall propagation due to the smaller ∆HF in comparison with arrow

holes. However, arrow holes are more suitable for the observation of crossed ratchet effects

since they present a larger available field range µ0∆HCross = µ0HF – µ0HU in which the only DW

propagation modes available correspond to kink motion. The simulated values µ0∆HCross of the

order of 0.1 mT are in good agreement with experimental observations.

Transverse field experiments have shown that domain wall propagation across the array

of asymmetric defects is significantly affected by the presence of a hard axis field component:

first, dc transverse fields of enough amplitude enhance the easy axis asymmetric

accommodation and, also, ac transverse fields are found to be rectified by the crossed ratchet

potential. These results can be attributed to the reduction in DW energy by the hard axis field

and the polarity dependent broadening of the Neel wall core.
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